| Compliance

Compliance risk?
That’s an opportunity
See beyond regulation and use compliance as a tool for
growing the business.
Zix Secure Cloud provides the email security, hosting, information archiving,
eDiscovery, and out-of-the-box templates to help you stay ahead of regulations,
thwart breaches, and earn your customers’ trust. More security and easier compliance
means teams are free to focus on higher-order issues.

Communicate confidently and outpace
regulation with the leading cloud productivity,
security, and compliance platform.

The Compliance Lifecycle
A

By 2023, 65% of the world’s population will be covered under
privacy regulations, up from 10% today. - Gartner

E
Ongoing compliance risk

1
Determine

Data must be kept private, confidential,
and privileged.

First, determine existing controls and
understand your information access,
storage, processing, and transmission
workflows.

Enforce ongoing compliance and
continuously improve the inputs to your
processes and controls.

Surprise audits

Unscheduled audits and surprise
litigation occupy precious time.

B
Personal liability

75% of chief compliance officers worry
about personal liability.

2
Design

4
Drive

D

Can’t discover data

It’s difficult to know what data should be
exposed or what data will be relevant under a
growing patchwork of regulatory and
governance requirements.

Compliance /
Legal / HR

3
Deploy

Design your program to align with regulatory
and governance requirements. As part of this,
evaluate software and tools.

Deploy controls and policies to close gaps and
validate that compliance is successful.

C
Implementation hurdles

Evaluations are time-consuming,
implementations are complex.

Why Modernize Your Archive?

Why Now?

In eDiscovery, each gigabyte of data reviewed costs approximately
$18,000 according to the RAND Institute for Civil Justice.
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Why Zix Information Archive?
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How Zix Secure Cloud helps
STAY AHEAD OF CHANGING REGULATION

A

Can’t discover
data

The Zix Research Center team is constantly releasing DLP regulatory content filters
(lexicons) and providing readymade templates to keep Zix customers compliant automatically.
Zix employs lexicographers so nobody on your team needs a doctorate in coding RegEx.
Continuously updated DLP filter templates | In-house lexicographers | Multiple data source
support as needed

MINIMIZE PERSONAL LIABILITY

B

Personal liability

Even though compliance is an organizational-level issue, executives are increasingly held
personally responsible for violations or shortcomings, and that includes financial liability. Zix
Information Archiving and eDiscovery helps you stay compliant with internal policies as well
as external regulation.
Flexible and strict retention rights | eDiscovery | Email encryption

PROVISION IN RECORD TIME

C

Implementation
hurdles

57% of CIOs say “simple and low-touch administration” is the #1 attribute of a software
provider. - Pulse Q&A
Zix offers a simple but powerful user interface that’s designed to deploy quickly, reduce the
burden on end-users, and integrate with your existing environment. It’s cloud native and
exhibits an unusually quick time to value.
No cost data import | Expert Phenomenal Care with migration support

How Zix Secure Cloud helps
STAY PREPARED FOR THE UNEXPECTED

D

Surprise audits

Zix’s Information Archiving and eDiscovery ensures everything is properly stored and
organized so you can find the right documentation quickly and share it securely.
Supervision | eDiscovery | SimplyShare | Legal hold | Message classification

MAINTAIN A HIGH LEVEL OF PASSIVE COMPLIANCE

E

Ongoing
compliance

Zix’s subscription-based compliance solution ensures you automatically remain protected
with the latest efficiencies and updates. The Zix product and Compliance Analyst Team
rolls out frequent updates to help you comply automatically with changing regulation.
Enforce DLP & regulatory filter templates | Email Encryption | Information Archiving |
Secure File Sharing

Zix enables your cloud transformation and
frees you to think forward

A secure and compliant world with Zix

Sync with patient
wearables

Increase profitability
with digital trust

Modernize services

Transform
business models

•

Industry’s largest email community

•

Secures billions of messages monthly

•

More than 80,000 customers

•

24 state financial regulators

•

100% of U.S. FFIEC regulators

•

30% of all U.S. banks

•

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

•

40% of all U.S. healthcare organizations

•

7 divisions of the U.S. Treasury

•

More than 1,200 U.S. hospitals

Learn more at Zix.com

